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Joseph does not also fall a prey to any of the other vices of the day. This rationality, however, led some
contemporary critics to call her cold, and though in response Edgeworth made some minor changes to her
second edition of , she did not change the substance of Belinda. Belinda is the goddess, but she puts on her
divinity at her dressing table; and, such is the paradox of beauty-worship, she can be both the divinity and the
sincere devotee. However, Lady Delacour's sudden jealousy towards Belinda makes Belinda part with her and
go to the Percivals' house, where Helena had formerly been staying. Thus the toilet table becomes like a
church to her, and her cosmetics like her offerings to the goddess of beauty. Pope's attitude to Belinda is very
mixed and complicated: mocking and yet tender, admiring and yet critical. Being unwed, Belinda is sent to
live with Lady Delacour, whom Belinda considers fascinating and charming. He admires Lady Delacour, and
endeavors to "reform" her; and being constantly of her party, he begins to admire Belinda. Lady Delacour
believes herself to be dying of breast cancer. This almost ruins all hope of happiness; but Virginia reveals to
him that she loves somebody else or actually, to be more exact, the "figure" of Captain Sunderland â€” for she
has never actually met him. Certainly when Austen was updating her early novel-draft 'Susan', which
eventually appeared in print renamed as Northanger Abbey , she added a reference to Belinda: [6] " 'Oh, it is
only a novel In fact, though Belinda has a sweet charming beauty, she suffers from an intense spiritual
shallowness and incapacity for moral awareness. She is as a bundle of contradictions as is the society she
represents. But she seems to be indifferent. Joseph possesses many qualities of head and heart also. She now
recalls with deep distress the kind of life she has lived. Percival, and saying, "I hate pattern women! Toilet was
the chief concern of these aristocratic ladies. Bee o te t to seize Hai s less i sight, o a hai s ut these! Main
characters[ edit ] Lady Delacour: A fashionable bel esprit woman of wit , who Belinda at first considers "the
most agreeableâ€”no, that is too feeble an expressionâ€”the most fascinating person she had ever beheld".
Time and again, Ariel warns Belinda of the approaching danger to her, but she does not care, she is headless. I
fa t, she is the epitome such a mesmerizing beauty that Pope describes her in superlatives â€” the brightest fair,
the fairest of mortals. She is very kind and considerate to Lady Delacour, who begins to feel affectionate
towards her. Perhaps Edgeworth's best courtship novel, Belinda replaces mercenary fortune-hunting with a
deeper quest for marital compatibility, valorising irrationality and love over reason and duty in a way that
prefigures Austen's treatments of the same theme. In fact, she would not care if she loses her virginity in some
secret love affair as she gives more priority to her reputation. Edmund Gosse comments:- It is the i th of the
eaut alo g ith so e hi t of despi a le fla s, hi h ake Beli da a palpa le ealit. Vincent and Sir Philip both wish to
marry her. He refuses to be drawn into a sexual relationship with Lady Booby, and also Mrs. Neither threats
nor persuasion can hinder his love. She is a complex character and is more than a mere type. She hides her
emotional distress caused by her impending death and poor relationships with her family from Belinda
through wit and charm. When Belinda is introduced in the poem, she is said to have such brightness in her
eyes as to surpass the brightness of the sun. Her tantrums, when a lock of her hair has been clipped by Baron,
also show her as a spoiled child.


